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TEE SOVIET AT WAR

A British Anti-Aircraft officer, who has just returned from Russia,
has Brought hack these impressions of the Soviet at war:-

Russia is fighting with a ruthless discipline and efficiency which

applies as much to the civilian in the factory as the soldier in the

front line:

It is a country where Careless Talk does not exist.

Formerly of the B. B, C, television department, the officer was attached

as a technical expert to the staff of General Mason MacFarlane* s mission.

He spent nearly six months in Russia, and was in Moscow during the

height of the October crisis when the Germans were within twenty-five
miles of the city. He also visited Kuibishev and Murmansk.

The convoy in which he returned to England was one of those attacked

during the opening of Hitler' s attempt to sever Russia* s arctic life-line.

In three days the convoy experienced forty-two individual dive-bombing
attacks and two or three submarine attacks.

His adventures began almost immediately he landed in Russia, With

others officers and a party of American journalists, he was flown to

Moscow.

On arrival, he found the foreign Embassies and Legations were being

evacuated. Forty-eight hours later, he was on board the diplomatic train,

setting out on the five and a half days journey to Kuibishev, the new

centre of Government,

But during those forty-eight hours he had his first experience of the

Russian gunners at work. There was a heavy raid on Moscow, and the guns

wont into action.

"The barrage" he said, "was incredible, fantastic. The gun density
must be tremendous.

"The guns do not cease fire when night fighters are overhead. The

fighters skirt the barrage until they pick up a raider. Once on his

tail, they stick to him - and follow him right through their own gun fire

until he is brought down,"

It was during his stay in Kuibishev, that the officer made his first

close contacts with the Russians, He was there - three months, and

picked up enough Russian to hold reasonably fluent conversations.

He began to gather impressions of the all-in nature of Russia's war

effort.

"Every man and woman, and every child, too, is in this, war," he said.

Slacking is discouraged by the severest penalties,"

"Civilians as well as soldiers are under the most rigorous discipline
It is as big a crime for the worker to be late at his bench as it is for a

soldier to be late on parade,"

"Pilfering, particularly of war stores, is not regarded as a petty

offence, but as one of the most serious crimes,"



"As for careless talk, it simply does not exist. Everyone knows that a lapse,
however small, may mean a long term of penal servitude, A second offence is

usually punishable by the death penalty. Drastic - but effective,"

"Security measures are equally drastic - and thorough. There are four branches

of police at work - civil and military police, the N.K.V.D, (peoples Commisariat for

Internal Affairs) and a special branch whose duty it is to keep a close watch on all

foreigners. They take no chances."

"In the big cities, such as Moscow and Kuibishev, the other British officers and

I were able to move about the main streets where we were known, without question.
But if we strayed into the suburbs, as one or two of us did occasionally, we were

stopped and our papers examined every few hundred yards.

’’Areas which contain military camps, headquarters or gun sites are closely

guarded. Civilians are not allowed near them. If, however, it is impossible for

them go travel by an alternative route, then they are issued with special passes

giving them permission to enter/closed zone. The passes, including photographs,
are closely checked,"

"The same strict supervision applies to soldiers and airmen, A Russian

officer has to have a special pass to travel outside his regimental area. It states

the route by which he is travelling and the points which he may be visiting. If he

uses another road, or calls at a gun site not mentioned on his pass, he may find

himself in trouble,"

"In addition to his military pass, an officer carries other documents covering

every detail of his identification. These arc taken from him when he goes into

battle, but at any other time he must never be without them,"

"Although they will discuss released news of the war freely, you will never

hear Russian soldiers - or civilians either - let slip a scrap of information which

may be of the remotest use to the enemy. They have given a new and real meaning
to the words ’’’Sealed Lips’ ,"
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